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Power of Stories  
 

“Now more than ever, the illusions of division threaten our very existence. We all know the truth... that more connects us 
than separates us. But in times of crisis the wise build bridges while the foolish build barriers. We must find a way to look 
after each other as if we were one tribe.” 

King T’Challa, Marvel Studios’ Black Panther 
 
 
In June 2021, Colchester + Ipswich Museums (CIMS) opened Power of Stories, the first ever UK museum display to feature the costumes of three main 
characters from ©MARVEL Studios’ Black Panther (2018) – Black Panther, Shuri and Okoye. The exhibition was supported by Arts Council England (ACE), 
Ipswich Borough Council and the Friends of Ipswich Museums. 
 
Power of Stories (26/06/2021 - 24/10/2021) explored how sharing stories is something all humans have in common - the more stories we know, hear and 
share, the wider our view of the world becomes. 
 
Through Power of Stories, Ipswich Museums started a conversation about the European view of history that museums have presented, which has excluded many voices 
and ways of knowing.  In collaboration with Community Curators, the exhibition wove together different perspectives, recognising that everyone has valuable stories to 
share. This was part of a developing collaboration around history, community and belonging, which, it was hoped, would be a steppingstone towards bigger projects in 
future. 
 
 
In the planning of Power of Stories, Ipswich Museums identified six goals -  
 

1. Broaden Christchurch Mansion’s visitor profile by engaging families, teenagers, young adults and people who are Black or of African, Caribbean or 
dual heritage  

2. Re-invigorate our collections by framing them within current popular culture  
3. Collaborate with local NPOs and other organisations   
4. Develop staff and community expertise and confidence in developing future programmes of exhibitions and activities   
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5. Co-create, build and deliver new opportunities to enrich the life chances, aspirations and wellbeing of people in Ipswich  
6. Support our plans to decolonise Ipswich Museums  
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Methodology 

Ipswich Museums has evaluated goals one to four, and Beckie Leach, external evaluation consultant, has evaluated goals five and six. This report focuses on 
the first four goals and uses a variety of methods to gather data. Where comparisons to Ipswich’s current population have been given, these refer to ONS 
data, accessed via the Suffolk Observatory website.1 

Methods used –  

Staff skills survey – yearly survey administered by CIMS for staff to anonymously report their confidence levels over a range of skills and competency areas. 
This survey is completed by both Colchester and Ipswich based staff, and in 2021 was completed by 45 team members.  

Footfall recording – Visitor Services team member invigilating the Wolsey Art Gallery counted the total number of visits, estimating the age of the visitors 
as ‘children’ or ‘adults’ and recording these separately.  

Audience Finder surveys – this is a national visitor insight and data benchmarking resource for arts and heritage venues across the country. It is provided by 
The Audience Agency – a national audience development agency, and the preferred supplier of audience data for ACE. Engagement with Audience Finder is 
a requirement of ACE National Portfolio Organisation funding. Responses are gathered throughout the year, in order to build up a picture of our 'general' 
visitor profile. Due to Covid-19, there was limited staff capacity or volunteer support to facilitate surveys meaning that the sample was limited. Power of 
Stories received 101 responses, compared to 766 responses for Made in Suffolk and 344 responses for Kiss & Tell. This represents a significant caveat to the 
conclusions drawn from this data. 

Impacts and Insights surveys –a separate platform to Audience Finder, Impacts and Insights is championed by ACE. It uses sets of metrics to explore what 
audiences, participants and peers think about specific pieces of work, such as an event programme or exhibition. Quantitative data from Impacts and 
Insights in this report is given as a figure between 0 and 1, representing how much they agree with the statement given on a sliding scale.  

Informal visitor monitoring – as the visitor tracking app wasn’t available for the start of the exhibition, Visitor Services team members recorded 
observations in the exhibition space. 

 
1 Suffolk - Population - District | Ipswich | InstantAtlas Reports (suffolkobservatory.info), accessed 17.01.2022 
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Visitor tracking app – designed by Colchester Borough Council’s online team, the app recorded visitor routes around the gallery and noted the visitor’s 
activity at several points (linked to displays or cases). The activities and scores that could be ascribed at each location were as follows - 

0 – Moves past/looks without stopping 

1 – Stops (up to 10 secs) 

2 – Stops (11 secs or more) 

3 – Calls group over/reads something out loud 

4 – Takes a photograph 

5 – Engages with an interactive (including listening/scanning QR code) 

6 – Approaches staff/volunteer to ask a question about the displays 

The average score from each station was recorded to give an overview of how visitors reacted in each location (table 6). This data was gathered between 
17.08.2021 to 24.10.2021, with 99 visits being tracked.  
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Broaden Christchurch Mansion’s visitor profile by engaging families, teenagers, young adults and people who are Black or 
of African, Caribbean or dual heritage  
 
Key Findings –  

- See table 2 for comparative demographic data for exhibition visitors to Wolsey Art Gallery (gallery in Christchurch Mansion within which Power of 
Stories was displayed). 

- Compared to the previous exhibition, there was a 2% increase in the number of visitors who identified as Black or Black British, and a 7.4% increase 
of people who identified being of mixed or multiple ethnic backgrounds (comprised of White and Black Caribbean, White and Black African, White 
and Asian, Other Mixed/ multiple ethnic background). This represents a significant shift towards an audience that is representative of Ipswich’s 
population, of which 5.9% identify as Black/African/Caribbean/Black British and mixed/multiple ethnic groups.  

- Events funded by the ACE project grant saw significantly high levels of attendance by people who identified as Black or British: Caribbean’ (26%), 
with the other higher groups being ‘White: English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British’ (14%), Black or Black British: African (14%), and ‘Black or 
Black British: Other’ (11%).  
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- Footfall recorded indicates that the proportion of children visiting the exhibition increased significantly during this exhibition, with 51.6% of visitors 
being recorded as children, an increase of 22.4% compared to the previous exhibition. This data doesn’t distinguish between young children, 
teenagers and young adults but gives an indication of a shift in the proportion of young people visiting.  

- Audience Finder surveys are completed by visitors aged 16+ meaning that we do not have specific data from this survey for the number of teenage 
and young adult visitors. Using Audience Finder’s segmentation, we can see that the people most likely to visit Power of Stories were as follows – 
 

o 37.8% - Trips and Treats - Mainstream arts and popular culture influenced by children, family and friends. This group are led by their 
children’s interests. While arts and culture may not be a driving passion for Trips and Treats, they are reasonably active. Living in the heart 
of suburbia their children range in ages and include young people still living at home. 

o 17.6% - Dormitory Dependables - Suburban and small towns, interest in heritage activities and mainstream arts. Dormitory Dependables 
are a regular if not frequently engaging group. Most live in suburban or small towns and show a preference for heritage activities, alongside 
popular and more traditional, mainstream arts. 

o 10.8% - Commuterland Culturebuffs - Affluent and professional consumers of culture. Settled and living in provincial or greenbelt comfort 
and keen consumers of culture as part of their social lives. Open to invitation, they lean towards heritage and the classical. 

 
The audiences least likely to visit Power of Stories were – 

o 2.7% - Heydays - Older, less engaged, crafts, knitting, painting, sheltered housing, church group or community library. Elderly people who 
are often unable to access arts events or afford them. However, they used to enjoy the arts, museums and heritage and under the right 
circumstances could do so again. 

o 1.4% - Metroculturals - Prosperous, liberal, urbanites interested in a very wide cultural spectrum. 
o 1.4% - Kaleidoscope Creativity - Mixed age, low level engagement, free local events, outdoor arts and festivals. More culturally diverse than 

many groups, urban but economically challenged, they are most likely to engage with culture in their community and outside the 
mainstream. 
 

- The Audience Finder segmentation suggests that the exhibition was successful in welcoming people already likely to visit exhibitions, particularly 
those who are led by their children’s interests or in mainstream art. Although there were small increases, success was limited in supporting young 
people from the lowest levels of cultural engagement to visit Christchurch Mansion, seen through the modest numbers of visitors from the 
Kaleidoscope Creativity, Facebook Families and Up Our Street segments.  

- Audience Finder data is significantly limited due to suspension of volunteers to gather due to Covid-19 restrictions, and limitations of age in those 
able to respond. There were approximately ten group visits were organised during the exhibition’s run, which supported young people to visit. Most 
of these visits took place out of opening hours. Anecdotally, staff facilitating these visits report that they were for children and young people, with 
children who are African, Caribbean, and dual heritage being well represented.  
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- Where events were coordinated by community partners, and delivered at non-museum venues, Ipswich’s African, Caribbean and dual heritage 
communities are well represented in the audience profile, with 67% identifying as Black or Black British (African, Caribbean, Other) or Mixed (White 
and Black Caribbean, White and Black African). See appendix one for further information about partner coordinated events.  

  
“I was particularly impressed at the high levels of engagement of young people from across the community, collaborating with museum staff to create the 
work. A strong sense of mutualism was evident in the exhibition. I hope that this work continues to influence activities across the rest of the museum sites.”  
– Tony Butler, Derby Museums, Impacts and Insights survey 

 
The data suggests that Power of Stories supported the broadening of Christchurch Mansion’s visitor demographic, particularly the proportion of young 
visitors and people who identify as having African, Caribbean, and mixed heritage. The community-led events saw the highest levels of engagement with 
African, Caribbean and dual heritage participants. There is more work to do in welcoming audiences from Kaleidoscope Creativity, Facebook Families and 
Up Our Street Audience Finder segments, who are least likely to engage in cultural activity.  
 
It is important to note that the pandemic had a significant negative impact on our ability to plan and deliver our core family event programme in person 
(see table 5). A comprehensive summer holiday itinerary would have encouraged families to visit Christchurch Mansion, introduced the exhibition as part of 
an event, and provided further opportunity for valuable evaluation. Online alternatives did take place, but we lack evidence to infer that attendance 
resulted from or led to a visit to Power of Stories.  
 
 
Recommendations 
  

1. Plan for earlier publicity in partnership with Ipswich Borough Council’s communications team to allow for conversations with community partners 
from the early stages of planning 

2. Explore sponsorship options, including packaging up aspects of the exhibition and programme where there are sensitivities for lending 
organisations, from the outset 

3. Explore training options for how to reach underserved audiences via our marketing/communication plan 
4. Greater Visitor Services involvement in preparatory work for future exhibitions, for example leading aspects of community engagement  
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Re-invigorate our collections by framing them within current popular culture  
 
Key Findings –  

- The increased visitor figures (see table 1) to the Wolsey Art Gallery demonstrate the pull of the Black Panther costumes. Comparative data 
demonstrates a 23% increase footfall compared to the first 16 weeks of Made in Suffolk, and 13% increase compared to the first 16 weeks of Kiss & 
Tell. It is relevant to note that this was despite a pandemic and with some Covid measures in place.  

- The visitor tracking app suggests that whilst the Black Panther costumes were an area of significant engagement (see table 6), the ‘Keeping 
Memories Alive’ section, Spiderman/Giles comic display and ‘Scattered Stories’ section all saw higher levels of engagement.  

- Some observations recorded by Visitor Services team suggest visitors attended exhibition to solely view the Black Panther costumes, with visitors 
commenting that they were disappointed that it was not an exhibition about Marvel. However, some comments describe visitors spending time 
looking around the whole exhibition in depth.  

- Impacts and Insights pre-event and self-respondent data suggests that people felt Power of Stories had something to say about the world in which 
we live (0.83) and that it was thought provoking (0.81). 

- Peer respondents to the Impacts and Insights survey commented positively about use of the Black Panther costumes as a tool to encourage 
engagement with Ipswich Museums’ collections:  
 

“The focal point of the Black Panther costumes was a wonderful draw to a general audience to confront the legacy of 19th century colonialism 
and empire built on violence and racism. It asked fundamental questions of the nature of the enlightenment values upon which 19th century 
museum collections are based; of Universalism, the inevitability of progress and taxonomies.” - Tony Butler, Derby Museums, Impacts and 
Insights survey 
 

- This feedback wasn’t universally positive, with a CIMS staff respondent commenting – 
 

“The African collections at the extreme end of the gallery looked rather more like film props from Black Panther, rather than displaying 
works of African art, which again takes away from the overall theme.” 
 

- Seven portraits from John Ferguson’s ‘Black Suffolk’ collection were acquired for Ipswich Museums’ collections, the first artworks by a Black artist to 
be acquired for fine art collection. Conditional approval has been given to acquire 13 further ‘Black Suffolk’ portraits, which represent the full 
collection. In addition, the History of Ipswich and Suffolk Council for Racial Equality (ISCRE) artwork, and a cap from one of Ipswich’s first Black bus 
drivers are in the process of being acquired for Ipswich Museums’ collections.  

- Most of the objects on display had been in store for some time and wouldn’t have come out on display without this exhibition. Through Power of 
Stories, visitors were able to access objects for the first time.  
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- Feedback gathered through focus groups and interviews by Beckie Leach, external evaluator, showed overwhelming support for the use of the 
Black Panther costumes as a tool for engaging audiences with Christchurch Mansion, local heritage, and collections – 

 
“The exhibition for me was seeing different cultural heritages mixed with pop culture which was fantastic as younger people engaged 
with the exhibition as well as the different cultures and aspects. It was really nice seeing a positive reflection of Black culture.” 

 
“It is that thing about ordinary people being in the museum – we always see historical artifacts and people in a museum –you never see 
living people – and it was a communities exhibition – it showcased the local community and I think that brought a lot of people into the 
museum and was really important.” 

 
“‘You came up with the right idea for everyone to jump on and get involved with.” 

 
“I think it’s helpful to have a core idea for people to latch on to – so the fact that you had these costumes coming meant that we didn’t 
have a blank canvas – I often ask people to allow their imaginations to latch onto something and if we are going to do something like 
this again I think that would be a really useful way of sparking engagement and sparking contributions from people who want to be 
involved but going forwards I would be really excited to see different contributions and different voice, better graphics, young people, 
older people and see what they have to bring to the table – that could be very exciting moving forwards.” 

 
 

Power of Stories had some success in re-invigorating our collections using the Black Panther costumes but the data here is limited so we have no long-term evidence for 
changes made. Further benchmarking and evaluation is required before firm conclusions can be drawn but it is clear that the exhibition had some effect on how staff and 
audiences viewed collections, interest in seeing more from the stores collections, and development of collections to represent historically excluded stories, for example 
Windrush and the local fight for equality.  
 
 
Recommendations 

1. Ensure future loans support development of our understanding of our collections and/or local heritage 
2. Continue using emotional design in exhibition design 
3. Consider flexible entrance routes into the Wolsey Art Gallery, e.g. use of side door as entrance 
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Collaborate with local Art Council England National Portfolio Organisations and other organisations   
 
Key Findings –  

- Eleven projects were run by partner organisations, including DanceEast, Suffolk Libraries, Ipswich Community Media, Rock Paper Scissors, Art Eat, 
HMP Hollesley Bay, ISCRE, High Tide and many, many more. (Please see table four for complete list.) Partners identified the collaborative approach 
and flexible theme of Power of Stories as a key motivation: 

-  
“One of DanceEast’s core goals is to build relationships with communities who may be under-represented in terms of cultural attendance. 
The opportunity that was presented through the work surrounding Power of Stories was to meet, listen and then respond to community 
needs in Ipswich, particularly amongst Black communities. We were able to listen to how the community curators wanted to present the 
exhibition and offer support and creative responses that could add value to this through our core resources and relationships with artists. 
The ongoing impact of that is a number of new relationships we have been able to build with local residents who are empowered to 
communicate what they want to see happening in their local area and we and we can use this to directly feed in to our activity planning.” – 
Lucy Bayliss, DanceEast  
 
“Power of Stories provided an opportunity for us to share the deep cultural and historical value of these authentic instruments that pre-date 
the 13th century with many people who would not have typically had exposure to it.  Our link with the museum and Power of Stories was 
uncanny and a story that we shared along the way to everyone that visited us throughout the summer, of course it was always a surprise to 
share that we provided drums for the movie Black Panther.” – Gemma Brown, Wooden Roots 
 

- Through community meetings, which were called in response to Power of Stories, a need was identified for greater funding for community 
organisations/individuals to deliver a range of events. CIMS submitted a funding application to the Arts Council in December 2020, which was 
created in partnership with Arts La’Olam, Suffolk Archives, Imani Sorhaindo, Tis Respect, Red Cactus Media, KarMaTri, and Karibu African Women’s 
Group. Although the application was submitted by CIMS, the organisations/individuals involved were partners rather than commissioned by CIMS 
to deliver activity. This represented a marked shift in process, which was well received by partners.   

- In addition, CIMS staff facilitated a successful funding application to the National Lottery Heritage Fund to fund the Ipswich Windrush Select 
Committee and Caribbean and African Community Health Support Forum.  

- Since the closing of Power of Stories, community organisations continue to approach CIMS staff for fundraising support, including Ipswich Windrush 
Select Committee and the African and Caribbean Youth Creative Learning Experience (ACYCLE – a supplementary school for African, Caribbean and 
dual heritage children). ACYCLE’s learning programme includes a session delivered by CIMS staff using African collections, with more sessions being 
discussed. 

- Power of Stories has influenced future partner plans, including ‘Tell Your Story’ New Anglia LEP schools project and ‘Tell your Story’ being the theme 
of Hullaballoo ’22 (an Ipswich Cultural Partnership programme of events). 
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- Aspire Black Suffolk, a community interest company led by four Black women, which will tackle inequality through education, engagement and 
consultancy, grew out of community meetings held in response to Power of Stories. Aspire Black Suffolk are coordinating the ongoing tour of Power 
of Stories (opening in Moyse’s Hall in January 2022, before touring to Museum of East Anglian Life and other venues throughout 2022), and 
associated activities. 

 
The high level of partnership activity indicates that Power of Stories was a useful platform for organisations and individuals to collaborate with CIMS. 
Anecdotal reporting from staff has identified two key reasons for this success: 

o Costumes from Marvel Studios’ Black Panther were well-known, high status, and relevant to many partners, representing themes of Black 
excellence, richness of African cultures, and Afrofuturism. Partners were inspired by the costumes and wanted to employ them as a platform to 
raise awareness about their goals 
o Theme of storytelling was universal and flexible enough for people to fit it around their ambitions 

 
 
Recommendations 

1. Use broad and universal themes in planning exhibitions to encourage partner organisations and individuals to be involved 
2. Continue to work as partners with organisations, rather than commissions, to create equitable relationships 
3. Consider how sharing CIMS team skills, for example funding bid writing, can be shared with communities in a sustainable and fair way 
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Develop staff and community expertise and confidence in developing future programmes of exhibitions and activities   
 
Key Findings –  

- The collaborative approach taken by CIMS staff throughout Power of Stories has been recognised by the sector, with CIMS staff presenting their 
work in the Museums Association Journal, Museum Ethnographers Group Conference, Group for Education in Museums workshop, and through 
research visits by Department of Culture, Media and Sport directorates and Esmé Ward (Manchester Museums, Director), as well as virtual 
discussions with project staff requested by Derby Museums and Museum of Cambridge. Through these opportunities, CIMS staff have developed 
their language and ability to articulate the importance of a collaborative approach to exhibition and event delivery.  

- The learning and development that comes from a collaborative approach will potentially be felt or actioned by a limited number of staff, which 
might in turn mean that community members and organisations could receive different treatment depending on which CIMS representative they 
work with. Further organisational commitment to reflection, learning and embedding will help to mitigate this risk in future activity.  

- Freelancers and community collaborators, reported feeling increased confidence due to their involvement: 
 

"The experience of co-creating with the Museum has been a powerful one, and it certainly has developed expertise in our local community; 
where some members feel more able to have dialogue, offer solutions, and challenge to ensure the content, language and framing of works 
was fit for purpose. I would hope that the partnership working and collaboration continues, and that it truly is a long-term vision of the 
Museum to capacity build, and pool cultural and historical expertise from the community in a way which furthers all concerned and does not 
leave the community diminished through tireless volunteering. People need rewarding, incentivising and acknowledgment for their work and 
contributions as usually it is the very communities we seek to work with are furthest away from economic freedom due to the residual 
effects of colonialism and racist structures. This will truly help to enrich lives and improve well-being. Members of the community have found 
it a truly engaging and worthwhile project, where opportunities have already started to extend itself into curating, doing talks in Museums, 
undertaking audits and much more.”-  Imani Sorhaindo, Community Curator and KMT Rising  
 
“I had the opportunity to help develop new professional networks for myself and for other members of the community. For instance, I helped 
to produce my first ever photographic exhibition with a highly experienced, national press and documentary photographer. I hope to work 
with him again in developing the photography collection and organise another exhibition. I also worked alongside the team at Ipswich 
Museums and learned a great deal about fundraising in heritage, as well as aspects of decolonisation. Since the end of the project I've been 
invited to chair a webinar with the director of the V&A, Tristam Hunt, and present in a Museums Association online conference for heritage 
community engagement professionals about Aspire Black Suffolk (its origins and community engagement).” – Elma Glasgow, PR Consultant 
and Aspire Black Suffolk  

 
- However, the feedback isn’t universally positive with partners identifying areas of improvement for future CIMS collaborations, including placing 

greater trust in community expertise, and structures introduced to make community collaboration more supported:  
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“Being part of the Community Curators Team was an absolute honour and a privilege for me, although it's true to say that it was also very 
time consuming, emotionally and intellectually challenging for me. At times I found the work frustrating, especially when the hierarchies of 
the museum work culture and structure as an organisation came into play. Some moments felt humiliating to be asked to give volunteer 
time and expertise and then have to battle issues around cultural education, understandings of history and truth.” - Daisy Anna Lees, 
Community Curator, Arts La’Olam and Art Eat Events 
 

- Several organisations, including Suffolk Family Carers, Ipswich Community Media and Volunteering Matters, used Power of Stories as inspiration for 
skills-building activity for the people they support:  
 

“The New Gen group use music and song writing to tell their story, so being part of the exhibition gave them a platform which included local 
support and heritage, an international brand and a hero. Many of our young people are from the African or Caribbean diaspora so it was 
important for them to use inspiration from the exhibition into their performance as well as for others from the many diverse backgrounds we 
serve. Also our South Street Kids Project used radio and being involved in POS [Power of Stories] meant they could use their skills to interview 
a local hero who also happened to be a Marvel fan. It was a great way to give them all something to work towards with the fundamental 
aim of telling their stories.” Angelle Joseph, Ipswich Community Media 
 

- For CIMS, the deeply collaborative approach stretched our boundaries and represented a shift in sharing control. There were times 
during the process where this caused friction as we tried new ways of working and we were not clear regarding roles and expectations. 
Fortunately, this experience will allow us to ensure we correct this planning in future projects and overall staff feedback was positive:   

“I think, though, that we’ve all learned a lot about the time that needs to go into building strong community relationships and 
trust (and thus confidence), the need for everybody involved in exhibition/event planning to be clear over roles and expectations, 
and building time into planning cycles for co-curation to work… That might not sound much like ‘skills and confidence’ but I’d 
maybe phrase it as better understanding which will provide a better foundation on which to build in the future…” Anna Mercer, 
CIMS  

 “I guess to say that there is a recognition from the management team that greater involvement and attendance in community 
meetings throughout the lifetime of a project is important - not just leaving it to one or two individuals with 'community' in their 
job titles.” Frank Hargrave, CIMS   
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- Of those Ipswich-based CIMS staff who responded to the 2021 staff skills survey when asked about their perceived skill level in supporting visitors 
to explore difficult themes they responded as follows -  

o 11 – felt confident 
o 11 - they had an awareness 
o 5 - need further development  

 
Whilst some staff significantly developed their confidence and ability the effects of this weren’t universally felt, with many staff feeling that more training 
would have been supportive. There is a similar picture when reviewing feedback from community collaborators, with many reporting that their involvement 
in Power of Stories was positive but there is scope for this to be grown further.  
 
 
Recommendations 

1. Continue to de-centre CIMS’ voice in exhibition, particularly where discussion of sensitive subjects is involved 
2. Facilitate greater cross-departmental working for CIMS team members to create a more cohesive approach 
3. Explore better ways of sharing information about upcoming exhibitions/events with team members and start this earlier 
4. When approaching sensitive histories, create an agreed plan for negative publicity and circulate amongst staff 
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Table 1 - comparative data for first 16 weeks of Power of Stories and previous exhibitions 

 
Power of Stories 
(2020) 
  

24,331 16 weeks -  26.06 - 17.10.21 

Made in Suffolk 
(2019 – 2020) 19,715 (-23%) 1st 16 weeks 

20.08.19 - 11.12.19 
(open until 
17.03.20 lockdown, 
total visits 26,826) - 
reopened post 1st 
lockdown - final 
total 35,000 

Rodin Kiss & Tell 
(2018 - 2019) 21,566 (-13%) 1st 16 weeks 

24.11.18 - 28.04.19 
(open x 24 weeks - 
total visits -33,462) 
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Table 2 – comparative Audience Finder data for exhibitions, broken into sections for ease of reading. Highest and lowest figures highlighted in green and red 
respectively. 

Audience Spectrum Data Kiss & Tell   Made in Suffolk Power of Stories  
Metroculturals 3.8 3.6 1.4 
Commuterland Culturebuffs 15.1 11.6 10.8 
Experience Seekers 10.3 6.9 5.4 
Dormitory Dependables 17.8 23.9 17.6 
Trips and Treats 23.2 22.1 37.8 
Home and Heritage 16.8 16.5 6.8 
Up Our Street 4.9 6.2 8.1 
Facebook Families 4.9 3.9 8.1 
Kaleidoscope Creativity  0.5 3.9 1.4 
Heydays 2.7 1.5 2.7 

 

 Age  Kiss & Tell Made in Suffolk Power of Stories 
16 - 24 6.2 3.9 5.2 
25 - 34 8.3 11 12.4 
35 - 44 7.6 17.4 20.6 
45 - 54 14.5 17.7 24.7 
55- 64 19.2 27.9 19.6 
65 or older 44.2 22.1 17.5 

 

 Ethnicity Kiss & Tell Made in Suffolk Power of Stories 
White 96.1 95.8 86.6 
Mixed: Multiple ethnic background* 0.7 1.9 9.3 
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Asian or Asian British 1.1 1.3 1 
Black or Black British 0.7 0.1 2.1 
Other 1.4 0.7 1 

* Options to choose from White and Black Caribbean, White and Black African, White and Asian, Other Mixed/ multiple ethnic background 

 

Identify as D/deaf, disabled person or have a long-term health 
condition? (social model) 

 Kiss & Tell  Made in Suffolk Power of Stories 

Yes 9.5 6.9 15.8 
No 90.5 93.1 84.2 
        
Are your day to day activities limited because of a health problem or 
disability? (medical model) 

      

Yes, limited a lot 2.7 no data available no data available 
Yes, limited a little 12.3     
No 85     
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Table 3 – Total number of visits to Wolsey Art Gallery (WAG) during exhibition run, age of visitor estimated by recorder. 

Kiss & Tell 24/11/2018 to 
28/04/2019 

Christchurch 
Mansion total 

visitors 

Visited the WAG 
as part of their 

visit Proportion of total visits to WAG which were recorded as children 
  Adult 33302 27508   
  Child 7390 5701 20.70% 
          

Made in Suffolk 20/08/2019 to 
31/03/2021 

  
  

  Adult 48182 26832   
  Child 8769 7838 29.20% 
          

Power of Stories 26/06/2021 to 
24/10/2021 

  
  

  Adult 15265    
  Child 7885  51.60% 
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 Table 4 – overview of partner activity which was inspired by Power of Stories 

Lead 
Organisation 

Partners Project Overview 

Art Eat CIMS, Swerve Sunday Ipswich, 4YP Suffolk Young 
People's Health Project, Catch 22, Future Female 
Society, Ipswich Community Media, South Street Kids, 
Outreach Youth, Staying Close, Out Loud Music, Karibu, 
Rock Paper Scissors, Suffolk Libraries  

Mural of Okoye (from Black Panther) painted along Waterfront in Ipswich.  
 
Working to the theme 'Heroes & Power', established artist EVEWRIGHT led 
local young people in creating a new mural through online workshops and 
painting in person in July on Ipswich Waterfront. In collaboration with 15 local 
community organisations. 
 
 
 

Art Eat Hollesley Bay Prison, CIMS, ISCRE,  Working with artists Edward Ofosu and Raul G. Loya and residents at HMP 
Hollesley Bay prison, Art Eat led a project to create a new mural around the 
theme of 'Power of Stories' on Ipswich's waterfront. HMP Hollesley Bay 
residents attended online workshops led by Edward and Raul, using objects 
from the exhibition as inspiration. Rual created the mural using ideas, 
sketches and suggestions from the residents, and collaboratively painted the 
mural. 

CIMS Arts La'Olam, Suffolk Archives, Imani Sorhaindo, Vibe 
Radio, Tis Respect, Red Cactus Media, KarMarTri, 
Karibu, Ipswich Windrush Select Committee 
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Ipswich 
Windrush Select 
committee 

Suffolk Caribbean and African Health Forum Project to celebrate and capture and celebrate the lives, history, and 
achievement of the Windrush generation and pioneers through oral history 
recording, photograph and school's engagement.  

Wooden Roots CIMS Twenty days of drumming workshops, many free or with free places made 
available to people experiencing challenging circumstances, for example 
young carers. 

John Ferguson 
and Elma 
Glasgow 

Ipswich Vision Funding to capture and record stories Black people in Suffolk through John 
Ferguson's stunning photography. 

DanceEast  Waterfront Dance Day an event to present and celebrate the work of Black 
artists. 

High Tide Juliet Gilkes Romero and Rob Wright Power of Stories, a free creative writing project for Black people aged 18+ in 
the East of England celebrating Black identity and joy.  
 
Workshops were led by award-winning Playwright and Screenwriter, Juliet 
Gilkes Romero and Writer and Coach, Rob Wright. This project was part of 
events inspired by Ipswich Museums & Aspire Black Suffolk’s Power of Stories 
exhibition.  
 
The project brought together participants aged from 19 to 81. The group 
created stories and plays inspired by their own experiences and their ideas 
about love, life and what it means to be a Black person living locally.  
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Rationale 
Method 

  Three immersive audio descriptions of the Black Panther costumes on display 
in Power of Stories. These were made available for visitors via the Power of 
Stories website and supported people with visual impairments to engage with 
the costume, as well as adding further depth for all visitors.  

Suffolk Libraries   Story event 
Ipswich 
Community 
Media 

  Power of Stories Exhibition- Ipswich Museum- Ipswich Community Media x IO 
Radio 
 
1) Marvel Podcast- IO Radio DJ, DJ Inferno? And Glen Chisholm will be 
discussing all things Marvel 
2) Marvel quiz!- IO Radio DJ, DJ Inferno wants to put your Black Panther and 
Marvel knowledge to the test 
3) Food and Music- New Gen host a breakfast and lunch exhibition of the 
Black Panther breakfast club whilst providing music performances. Hosted at 
Sweet P’s for delicious Soul and BBQ food. 
4) Moving to Music- A collaborative project with Dance East exploring spoken 
word and dance 
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Table 5 – Ipswich Museum and community delivered events 
 
Month Activity Venue Lead Organisation(s) 
Jun-21       
  Power of Stories at Saints Street Market Ipswich Town Centre Ipswich Vision 
  Power of Stories Launch Party Christchurch Mansion  Ipswich Vision 
  Wooden Roots Drumming Pop-Up Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 
  Wooden Roots Drumming Pop-Up Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 
  West Suffolk College student takeover Christchurch Mansion  West Suffolk College 
  Friends of Ipswich Museums guided tour Christchurch Mansion  Ipswich Museums 
  West Suffolk College student takeover  Christchurch Mansion  West Suffolk College 
  ACYCLE supplementary school tour Christchurch Mansion  ACYCLE and Ipswich Museums 
        
Jul-21       
  Wooden Roots Drumming Pop-Up Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 
  Danny Noble Draw Along Online Ipswich Museums 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 
  Wooden Roots Drumming Pop-Up Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 
  Creative Computing Club tour Christchurch Mansion  Ipswich Museums 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 
  Anna Mudeka Mbira workshop Ipswich Museum Arts La O'Lam and Anna Mudeka 
  Anna Mudeka performance Ipswich Museum Arts La O'Lam and Anna Mudeka 
  West Suffolk College/University tour Christchurch Mansion  West Suffolk College 
  Suffolk Family Carers takeover planning workshop Christchurch Mansion  Ipswich Museums 
  Volunteering Matters - Takeover Christchurch Mansion  Volunteering Matters 
  Wooden Roots Drumming Pop-Up Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 
  Rock Paper Scissors free workshops Christchurch Mansion  Rock Paper Scissors 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 
  Black Panther breakfast Sweet P's Café Ipswich Community Media  
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  Wooden Roots West African drumming family 
workshops 

Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 

  Wooden Roots West African drumming family 
workshops 

Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 

  Rock Paper Scissors free workshops Christchurch Mansion  Rock Paper Scissors 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 
  Suffolk Refugee Support tour Christchurch Mansion  Suffolk Refugee Support 
  Ipswich Community Media Girls' Group tour Christchurch Mansion  Ipswich Community Media  and 

Ipswich Museums 
  South Street Kids Tour Christchurch Mansion  Ipswich Community Media  and 

Ipswich Museums 
  HMP Hollesley Bay residents tour Christchurch Mansion  HMP Hollesley Bay  and Ipswich 

Museums 
        
        
Aug-21       
  Akan proverbs and West African Gold online event 

with Benjamina Dadzie 
  Ipswich Museums 

  Wooden Roots Drumming Pop-Up   Wooden Roots 
  Comic Workshops with Kev F Sutherland Online Ipswich Museums 
  Wooden Roots Drumming Pop-Up   Wooden Roots 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Wooden Roots 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Wooden Roots 
  Danny Noble diary comic workshop Online Ipswich Museums 
  Witchfinder audio performance Christchurch Mansion Cohere Arts 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Woden Roots 
  Sefo Kanuteh  Workshop: Master Kora Player   Art Eat 
  Sefo Kanuteh  Workshop: Master Kora Player   Art Eat 
  Rock Paper Scissor StoryShack/Art in the Park Christchurch Mansion Rock Paper Scissors 
  Suffolk Family Carers takeover workshop Christchurch Mansion Ipswich Museums 
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  Wooden Roots Drumming Pop-Up   Wooden Roots 
  Rock Paper Scissor StoryShack/Art in the Park Christchurch Mansion Rock Paper Scissors 
  Wooden Roots Drumming Pop-Up   Wooden Roots 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Wooden Roots 
        
Sep-21       
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Wooden Roots 
  Comics discussion panel with Matthew Applegate, 

Glen Chisholm, Hannah Berry 
Online Ipswich Museums 

  Black Panther breakdown with Andrew Muhammed Online Ipswich Museums 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Wooden Roots 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Wooden Roots 
  St Margaret’s World of Stories     
  St Margaret’s World of Stories     
  DCMS directors for Youth and Volunteering tour Christchurch Mansion  Volunteering Matters 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Wooden Roots 

The story of the black woman aesthetic' workshop    Del White and Ipswich Museums 
  High Tide - Power of Stories adult writing workshop Online High Tide 
  Wooden Roots - Balimaya performance Ipswich Museum Wooden Roots 
        
Oct-21       
  Wooden Roots Drumming Pop-Up   Wooden Roots 
  High Tide - Power of Stories adult writing workshop Online High Tide 
  Liz Pemberton and Melanie Hollis discussion panel Online Ipswich Museums 
  Wooden Roots Drumming Pop-Up   Wooden Roots 
  High Tide - Power of Stories adult writing workshop Online High Tide 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Wooden Roots 
  Beats Rhymes and Grime music and spoken word    Ipswich Community Media 
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Wooden Roots 
  High Tide - Power of Stories adult writing workshop   High Tide 
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  African Queens talk Imani Sorhaindo The Hold   
  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Wooden Roots 
  High Tide - Power of Stories adult writing workshop Online High Tide 
  Lewisham Young Leaders Academy tour Christchurch Mansion Lewisham Young Leaders Academy 

and Ipswich Museums 
  P.H.O.E.B.E Ipswich tour Christchurch Mansion P.H.O.E.B.E Ipswich and Ipswich 

Museums 
  Radical Lounge - Power of Stories and Aspire Black 

Suffolk Celebration Events 
Christchurch Mansion Radical Lounge and Ipswich Museums 

  Radical Lounge - Power of Stories and Aspire Black 
Suffolk Celebration Events 

Christchurch Mansion Radical Lounge and Ipswich Museums 

  Wooden Roots - West African Rhythm short course   Wooden Roots 
  High Tide - Power of Stories adult writing workshop Online High Tide 
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Table 6 – Visitor Tracking App data 

This table shows the number of occurrences of each activity (far left column) by individual visitors at different locations within the exhibition (top row).  
  1. 

Introduction 
2. Keeping 
Memories 
Alive - 
tabletop and 
wall displays 

3. Tools - 
Spiderman 
and Giles 
comics 

4. Tools – 
display cases 
and cartoon 
prints 

5. Silenced – 
X-Men 
comics, Beads 
and Eeyouch 
photos 

6. Tools – 
tabletop case 
of two books 

7. Fist banner 8. Black 
Panther 
photos 

Left blank 0 22 22 23 22 23 23 23 
0 – Moves past/looks 
without stopping 

0 27 27 25 38 48 61 47 

1 – Stops (up to 10 
secs) 

37 33 28 32 21 16 16 14 

2 – Stops (11 secs or 
more) 

46 39 40 41 36 31 26 36 

3 – Calls group 
over/reads something 
out loud 

6 6 8 6 7 3 1 8 

4 – Takes a 
photograph 

4 1 4 1 3 5 0 1 

5 – Engages with an 
interactive (including 
listening/scanning QR 
code) 

0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 

6 – Approaches 
staff/volunteer to ask 
a question about the 
displays 

6 1 0 1 0 3 1 0 

         

  highest        
  second 

highest 
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  9. The Story 

of ISCRE 
comic and 
portraits 

10. Youth 
Mural and 
Community 
Cabinet 

11. Scattered 
Stories – 
African 
objects/Sunset 
poster 

12. Black 
Panther 
costumes 

13. Black 
Panther 
banner and 
comics 

14. 
Storyboard 

15. All Kinds 
of Hero 
comics 

16. Shuri 
poster and 
‘thank you’ 
display 

Left blank 23 24 21 9 29 32 25 23 
0 – Moves past/looks 
without stopping 

43 45 30 19 48 54 45 71 

1 – Stops (up to 10 
secs) 

18 19 18 19 12 10 20 22 

2 – Stops (11 secs or 
more) 

38 34 48 36 33 29 31 12 

3 – Calls group 
over/reads something 
out loud 

4 4 4 3 3 2 4 1 

4 – Takes a 
photograph 

2 3 8 27 4 2 4 0 

5 – Engages with an 
interactive (including 
listening/scanning QR 
code) 

0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 

6 – Approaches 
staff/volunteer to ask 
a question about the 
displays 

1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 

         

  Highest        
  Second 

Highest 
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Appendix 1 – Power of Stories ACE project funded activity feedback  

Event participant feedback highlights 

 71% strongly agreed they would recommend the event to a friend (27% ‘agreed’) 
 75% strongly agreed it was an enjoyable experience (25% ‘agreed’) 
 68% strongly agreed they learnt something new about Black heritage and culture (28% agreed’) 
 79% strongly agreed that they wanted more events exploring Black heritage and culture (20% ‘agreed’) 

 Event participant demographics - 

 What is your sex – 67% female, 25% male, 8% prefer not to say 
 How would you describe your gender identity - 60% female, 29% male, 10% prefer not to say, 1% in another way 
 Largest age group was under 16 (28%), with a cluster between 45 to 59 (total – 40%) 
 Ethnicity – ‘largest group was Black or British: Caribbean’ (26%), with the other higher groups being ‘White: English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern 

Irish/British’ (14%), Black or Black British: African (14%), and ‘Black or Black British: Other’ (11%).  
 D/deaf or disabled person, or have a long-term health condition – 81% ‘no’, 13% ‘yes’ and 6% prefer not to say 

 


